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ANSWER KEY 
 
GRAMMAR 

1.has 
dreamed/dreamt 

4.broke 7.can’t / cannot let 10.’m just trying 13.will / would have 

2.began searching 5.has managed 8.calmed 11.is 14.(has) researched 

3.were blown 6.has fixed 9.made 12.claims 15.can be seen 

 
VOABULARY 

1.interested 3.commercial 5.Come on! 7.goofy 9.quit 

2.tough 4.checked out 6.hung up 8.proud 10.generous 

 
READING 

1.E 3.C 5.H 7.D 9.F 

2.G 4.B 6.J 8.A 10.I 

 
LISTENING 

1.Asteroids and 
comets 

2.Meteorites 3.Asteroids 4.Comets 5.Meteoroids 
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION 
(read twice) 

 
What’s the difference between an asteroid, a meteor, and a comet? 

 Asteroid: An asteroid is a small rocky body that orbits the Sun.  Most are found in the asteroid 

belt (between Mars and Jupiter) but they can be found anywhere (including in a path that can 

impact Earth). 

 Meteoroid: When two asteroids hit each other, the small chunks that break off are called 

meteoroids. 

 Meteor: If a meteoroid enters the Earth’s atmosphere, it begins to vaporise and then 

becomes a meteor.  On Earth, it’ll look like a streak of light in the sky because the rock is 

burning up. 

 Meteorite: If a meteoroid doesn’t vaporise completely and survives its trip through Earth’s 

atmosphere, it can land on the Earth.  At that point, it becomes a meteorite. 

 Comet: Like asteroids, a comet orbits the Sun.  However, rather than being made mostly of 

rock, a comet contains lots of ice and gas, which can result in amazing tails forming behind 

them (thanks to the ice and dust vaporising). 
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ROLEPLAY 

 

STUDENT 

 

Your school is finishing an Erasmus project soon, which you are also participating in.  A boy or a girl 
from your partner school is going to stay with you and your family next weekend.  Think about some 
interesting activities you can do together or places you can visit (culture, sport, your hobby, a family 
or friend’s event, historical sites, a natural landscape, etc.).  Discuss your plans with your parent. 
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TEACHER 

 

Your son/daughter is going to host a boy or a girl from a partner school next weekend.  He/she has 
some great ideas how to spend the weekend.  Help him/her to prepare four or five simple activities 
not very far from your home town to entertain them. 

You start: 

Ask first who is coming and then if he/she has prepared a plan or has some ideas about what they will 
do during the weekend. 
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PICTURE STORY 

Tell a story about a man who became a famous photographer.  
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